DIFFERENCES THAT DELIVER

TRUSTED, COURT-CITED ANALYSIS, PROVEN PRACTICE GUIDES WRITTEN BY TEXAS ATTORNEYS AND TIMESAVING FORMS

Check out our complete collection of secondary titles and practice guides organized by practice area—including Texas Jurisprudence 3d.

ADMINISTRATIVE LAW
Texas Administrative Practice and Procedure

BUSINESS & CORPORATE LAW
Texas Transaction Guide: Legal Forms

CIVIL PROCEDURE
Dorsaneo, Texas Litigation Guide
How to Recover Attorney’s Fees in Texas
Texas Civil Trial and Appellate Procedure
Texas Civil Trial Guide
Texas Courthouse Guide
Texas Court’s Charge Reporter
Texas Written Discovery

CRIMINAL LAW & PROCEDURE
Texas Criminal Practice Guide
Texas Drunk Driving Law

ENERGY & UTILITIES LAW
Texas Law of Oil and Gas

ESTATE, GIFT & TRUST LAW
Texas Estate Planning
Texas Probate Estate and Trust Administration

EVIDENCE
Texas Courtroom Evidence
Texas Evidentiary Foundations
A Practical Guide to Texas Evidence

FAMILY LAW
Texas Family Law Practice & Procedure
GOVERNMENT LAW
Texas Municipal Zoning Law

LABOR & EMPLOYMENT LAW
Employment in Texas: Guide to Employment Law, Regulations and Practices

REAL PROPERTY LAW
The Complete Guide to Mechanic’s and Materialman’s Lien Laws of Texas

TAX LAW
CCH® Texas State Tax Reporters Compilations—ANNOTATIONS
CCH® Texas State Tax Reporters Compilations—EXPLANATIONS
CCH® Texas State Tax Reporters Compilations—GOVERNMENT CONTACTS

TORTS
Lawyer’s Guide to the Texas Deceptive Trade Practices Act
Texas Personal Injury Handbook
Texas Torts & Remedies

WORKERS’ COMPENSATION & SSDI
Texas Workers’ Compensation Handbook

Learn more about our comprehensive Texas content
WWW.LEXISNEXIS.COM/TXDIFERENCES